
A good company is needed for a good holiday. 
Company "KARZOV TRAVEL".

Program tour 
"Pearls Baikal "



PEARL OF BAIKAL

Comfortable tour of Lake Baikal: 
accommodation in a 4 * hotel, you will not 
need to wait in line for a ferry crossing and 
then overcome the painful gravel road on 
Olkhon Island, because we have provided 
an individual boat, you will have a 
comfortable flight Olkhon - Irkutsk by 
plane (small aircraft)!



EXCURSION / EXCURSION

AGE CATEGORY: from 16 to 45 years old

GROUP SIZE: from 10 to 15 people

NUMBER OF DAYS: 8 days / 7 nights 

FOOD: breakfast lunch dinner

ACCOMMODATION: standard

COMPLEXITY: 

YOU WILL VISIT: Irkutsk, Circum-Baikal Railway, Arshan, Listvyanka, Olkhon

COST: FROM 55,000 rub/ person

TOUR PROGRAM

! Important know: - program tour can be revised from taking into account wishes customer;

-prices for group tours - on request;
-arrival and departure group in any day weeks.



Grand Hotel
Hotel «Grand Hotel"A woman invented and built. Woman architect.
Do you know what she dreamed about when she designed the hotel 
building? She wanted to create a creative space here for herself and 
her fellow architects. Therefore, I thought through the details to the 
smallest detail, was inspired by the classic European design and 
designed the building in such a way that there was always a place for 
work and rest - serious conversations and noisy disputes, large-scale 
holidays and quiet solitude.
In a sunny hotel, it is always light and easy to work with. My heart is 
joyful, but brilliant ideas come to my mind.
Come, we are always glad to new and old friends!
The staff at the hotel speaks English, German, Chinese, Russian.
Year of reconstruction: 2018. Number of floors: 5. Number of rooms: 
58.

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS 
four*



BaikalWood 
BaikalWood Hotel Design EcoThe Lodge & Spa is inspired by nature itself and 
is made from environmentally friendly materials. Thanks to the convenient 
location of the hotel, you will feel a sense of peace and closeness to nature. Our 
hotel is located on the most picturesque and mysterious island of Lake Baikal - 
Olkhon. Within walking distance from the hotel there is a gorgeous pine forest, 
which is a natural natural antiseptic! Walks in the woods increase immunity 
and saturate the body with the purest oxygen. You can walk to the lake in just a 
7-minute leisurely walk. At your request, we can provide rooms with a view of 
the majestic Baikal!
Villa Malina
The first premium class hotel on Olkhon Island, which has passed qualification 
and certification by an international expert commission.
The hotel room fund is represented by a complex of 2 buildings in which there 
are 46 comfortable rooms, as well as 2 detached houses. The protected, closed 
area of   1 hectare creates a feeling of spaciousness, unity with nature природ, 
complete tranquility and tranquility.! Important know: cyens nbut aboutfwillownnot presented

-only on the numbers categories Standard;
-in cost of living Breakfast included.
-others categories rooms and types nutrition - by request.

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS 
four*



∙Excursion "Historical center of Irkutsk";
∙A unique place - the mountain village of Arshan!
∙Visiting mineral springs;
∙Visit Khoimorsky datsan;
∙Swimming in a hot geyser;
∙Excursion to Listvyanka village;
∙Visiting the Baikal Museum, aquariums with seals, diving to the bottom of Baikal;
∙Visit to the Architectural and Ethnographic Museum Taltsy;
∙Olkhon Island is a visiting card of Lake Baikal!
∙Boat trip to the island Ogoywhere the Buddhist stupa of enlightenment is located;
∙Visiting the holy place - Shamanka rock (Cape Burkhan);
∙Trip to the northern part of Olkhon island - cape Khoboy;
∙Flight from Olkhon Island to Irkutsk by plane (small aircraft).

ON THE TOUR WAITS 
YOU



◈ Collection group on the train station or in airport g. Irkutsk in time arrival of your 
flight.

◈ Accommodation in comfortable hotel "Grand Hotel", Where there is spa and pool, but 
also everything you need for a good rest (Irkutsk).

◈ Time for recreation. 

◈ Dinner (in restaurant hotels per your own score).

◈ Tour of the historical center of Irkutsk (duration about 3-4 hours). 

◈ Dinner at historical parts of the city in restaurant (for your own score).

Food: not.

Accommodation: hotel "Grand Hotel", numbers standard, double accommodation 
(Irkutsk).

TOUR PROGRAM BY DAYS.
DAY 1. MEETING, EXCURSION IN THE HISTORICAL CENTER OF 
IRKUTSK



ORIENTATION ROUTE EXCURSION PROGRAMS IN IRKUTSK:

Historical beginning of the city, construction of 
the fort, Kirov Square, Spasskaya Church, 
Cathedral of the Epiphany, Boulevard of Veterans, 
Eternal Flame, Regional Administration building, 
Roman Catholic Church, Moscow Gate, Lower 
embankment, Znamensky Monastery, Place of 
Kolchak's execution, Monument to Kolchak, 
Museum of the Decembrists, Monument to the 
wives of the Decembrists, st. Karl Marx, Museum of 
Local Lore, a monument to a tourist, Irkutsk Drama 
Theater named after Okhlopkova, White House, 
Upper Embankment, Monument to Alexander III, 
block 130.



◈ Breakfast.

◈ Transfer to the starting point of the excursion along the Circum-Baikal 
Railway (by excursion train).

◈ The beginning of an exciting journey through Circum-Baikal railway 
(with stops at the most interesting places).

◈ The tour takes all day (lunch included).

◈ Return to Irkutsk in the evening around 21:00.

Food: breakfast lunch dinner...

Accommodation: hotel "Grand Hotel", numbers standard, double 
accommodation (Irkutsk).

DAY 2. EXCITING TRAVEL ON THE CIRCULAR BAIKAL 
RAILWAY



◈ Breakfast.

◈ Today we are waiting for another pearl of Baikal - Listvyanka village... 

◈ Transfer Irkutsk - Taltsy...

◈Visit to the ethnographic museum Taltsy... 

◈Climb on the overview top - "A rock Chersky ". 

◈Visit to the only museum about Baikal in Russia.

Food: breakfast lunch dinner...

Accommodation: hotel "Grand Hotel", numbers standard, double accommodation 

(Irkutsk).

DAY 3. LIVING



◈ Early breakfast and check out

◈ Transfer to the mountain village of Arshan

◈ stroll to drinking pump room

◈ stroll by river waterfalls Kyngargi

◈ Khoimorsky datsan (Bodhidharma)

◈ the trip in n. Pearl, bathing in geyser

Food: breakfast lunch dinner...

Accommodation: hotel "Grand Hotel", numbers standard, 

double accommodation (Irkutsk).

DAY 4. TRAVEL TO MOUNTAIN COUNTRY



DAY 5. ROAD TO OLKHON
◈ Breakfast
◈ After breakfast in a comfortable car we let's go to heart Baikal - to the 

island Olkhon.

◈ On the way, we will make several stops to get acquainted with the 
peculiarities and traditions of the Buryats. 

◈ Acquaintance from national Buryat kitchen.

◈ Stop outside the village of Elantsy. We will visit the mouth of the 
riverAnga, mountain Yordwe'll see the ancients petroglyphs on the 
rocks.

◈ We arrive in village Sakhyutra, Where us already will be wait for the 
boat.

◈ We go by boat to the island Ogoywhere the Buddhist stupa of 
enlightenment is located. 

◈ We arrive on Olkhon Island in the village of Khuzhir. 

Food: breakfast lunch dinner...

Accommodation: hotel "Villa Malina"/"Baikal wood", Standard rooms, 
double accommodation (Khuzhir).


